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A short guidebook to help you overcome what you need to the most!Check the Kindle preview to
see what this book is about! :)The simplicity of the book's cover reflects the simplicity and
conciseness of the book itself—neither beat around the bush, and both are intimately and
immediately understandable.Who doesn't understand a salad? Such is high-tier health, if you
ask me. No other words are necessary.Do you have problems with the world, with self-control,
with food, with money, with motivation or stamina?This book talks about many things and a
whole lot more!In fact, what DOESN'T this book cover??What this book _does_ do, though, is
provide you with practical guidance to sort out your problems, with a simplicity and brevity to be
envied.It is an action-oriented book for an action-oriented world.Now get reading, no
excuses! :)Best regards and may your dreams come true,—Chelsea Cook



The Science of Food [War Over Health, Psychology, Power, Medicine, Allergies, Forest/
Business Politics, Nutrition & Food Isn’t Medicine], Health Guide for Junkie Addiction & Culinary
Psych Rules FixWith Love, by Chelsea Cook© 2021 Chelsea Cook. All Rights Reserved. You
are able to distribute copies of this book, provided that you purchase them. Perhaps you can get
a social movement going!! :) This is a short document, a manifesto, a document of such umphh,
such vigor, such zeal, that I am bound to get the reader’s attention. If you are reading this in a
book store, or on a Kindle, welcome! :) The simplicity and purity of this wonderful book’s cover
reflects the simplicity and elegance of this book’s message. I am called to write this document by
many factors that impact strongly our day-to-day lives — factors that need to be called out for
what they are, and punched right in the face! Whether you are a stay-at-home mom; a working
father; a university student; an addict struggling with real issues, or someone of some other walk
of like, this book is for you. This book is about the real corruption and the science behind the
medical industry and the effects of iatrogenesis (healthcare gone wrong!); and about the
possible fixes to these societal and social problems that affect us all. Whether you are a single
worker; a parent; or a work-at-home person trying to get through these challenging times, this
book provides unique insight into the current world, all without miring you through pages and
pages of text— your time is best used for your personal improvement and development, or the
assistance of your family, rather than miring you down in tomes of boring and useless material
almost designed to confuse you.Let’s get to action!!Chapter 1 — Why some people crave foodIn
life people have problems. Sometimes people try to solve problems with food. Sometimes
people try to solve problems with medicine. Neither of these are good solutions. The good
solution is to get some balls and tough it up!! Only that way, through sheer American (or some
country less great than America) grit and determination, can people overcome challenges. My
personal view is that God put us on this earth to overcome adversity, not to mask it. In this day
and age of fading religiosity, more than ever strength and determination is needed to overcome
life’s challenges. Without a basis of cultural or religious force or dynamism, how are people
going to overcome life’s hurdles? How are people going to make enough money to put food on
the table, or be driving enough to care for our babies and very young ones? I say, bring on the
trouble! Isn’t that what America was built on, the greatest country on Earth?Stop focusing on the
bad, and start focusing on the good and how you can do it 10X. Grant Cardone’s “The 10X Rule”
is an excellent book. People need to increase dynamism and vitality, and start focusing on the
positive side of life.The essence of this chapter, is:● HAVE FAITH● HAVE
COURAGE
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